
The McASP Primer 

Practical examples: Receiver 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, a few disclaimers:This presentation focuses on the hardware aspect of McASP, rather than the software aspect.  Writing software for McASP comes with its own challenges, but before an engineer gets to that point, it has to be wired up properly – that’s our focus.McASP is typically used to interface with devices using a TDM (Time Division-Multiplexed) protocol, and in most cases those devices will be using a specific configuration of TDM called I2S (Inter-IC Sound).  All examples provided in this document will assume that I2S is being used, but this is somewhat arbitrary; the physical hookup of McASP to devices using multi-slot TDM or using I2S is the same.This is intended to cover McASP in general, rather than McASP on a specific TI device.  It covers the key characteristics of McASP at a high level, but the Technical Reference Manual for your TI device is still the best place to go for architectural and chip-level details.



McASP hookup: Practical examples 
• Data pin hookup is straightforward.  Mute pin hookup is also straightforward. 

 
• Clock pin hookup is not as obvious. 

 
– Other audio devices will also have master clocks, bit clocks, and frame syncs; Connect frame 

syncs to frame syncs, bit clocks to bit clocks, etc. 
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McASP data pin hookup is straightforward – since any McASP AXR pin can be configured for either transmit or receive, the designer is free to choose whichever pins are most convenient for the system.Figure out master or slave, input or output directions later - start with figuring out whether to use the receive or transmit port.
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McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock master 
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Presentation Notes
It is very common for an audio system, such as a soundbar or a car stereo, to have an analog input.  In all such cases, an audio ADC is required.  Once the A-to-D conversion has occurred, the resulting digital data stream must be fed to a McASP.  Since the McASP will receive data from the ADC, the McASP’s Rx clock pins will be connected to the ADC’s clock pins.At this point, the designer must consult the data manual for the ADC that they’ve chosen to use.  Some may be configurable as either clock masters or clock slaves, but some must be configured either one way or the other.  We’ll start with an example where the ADC must be the clock master, and will therefore generate all clocks.There are two things to note in the diagram above:



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock master 
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McASP’s receive clock pins, ACLKR and AFSR, are operating as INPUTS.  The ADC, as the clock master, is driving those clock lines.  This is the case whenever another device is the clock master – McASP must be configured as the clock slave, which means that the ACLKR and AFSR pins must be configured as inputs, and must be configured for an EXTERNAL clock source.  These two things sound equivalent, but they are not – McASP pin direction and clock source are two different settings.  Please consult the device’s TRM for details on how to configure this.



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock master 
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Presentation Notes
AHCLKR is not used by McASP.  A master clock is not required for receiving data – only bit clock and frame sync are required.  AHCLKR is only necessary if the McASP’s Rx section is fed a high-frequency clock and must then divide it down in order to generate bit clock and frame sync.  In the above example, this isn’t necessary, since there’s no need for McASP to generate Rx clocks.



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock slave 
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Many ADCs do not have the ability to generate clocks themselves, and must be operated as clock slaves.  Since McASP receives data from the ADC, it is once again appropriate to configure its Rx clock pins as outputs, and generate clocks which will be driven into the ADC’s clock pins.Recall that McASP has integer clock dividers.  If the device’s AUXCLK runs at a frequency that can be used to generate all of the necessary McASP Rx clocks at the desired frequencies, then AHCLKR, ACLKR, and AFSR will all be generated internally and all configured as outputs, as in the figure below.Items of note:All McASP Rx clocks are outputs.AHCLKR is driven out of McASP – this is because ADCs usually require a high-frequency clock (consult the ADC’s data manual for requirements) for operation.



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock slave 
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Items of note:All McASP Rx clocks are outputs.



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock slave 
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AHCLKR is driven out of McASP – this is because ADCs usually require a high-frequency clock (consult the ADC’s data manual for requirements) for operation.



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock slave 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the clock generation for this example. Note that the AUXCLK feeds the AHCLKRDIV, which feeds ACLKRDIV, which feeds the Rx FSG.



McASP as a receiver,  ADC as clock slave with 
external master clock 
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What if your AUXCLK is running at a frequency that cannot be divided down to the desired bit clock and frame sync rates? Sometimes the math doesn’t work out (recall that McASP only has integer dividers).  In that case, an appropriate external clock source of some kind must be fed to the AHCLKR pin and then divided down to generate bit clock and frame sync.  What might that external source be?  Sometimes it’s a dedicated clock chip, sometimes it’s another device in the system.



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock slave with 
external master clock 
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Note that the external clock feeds both the ADC’s MCLK and the AHCLKR pin.  



McASP as a receiver, ADC as clock slave with 
external master clock 

 
 

External clock source 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clock generation for this example looks like this.Note that in this case, AUXCLK is not used (and therefore, AHCLKRDIV is not used).  The external master clock source is used to generate the ACLKR and AFSR signals, which are then fed to the ADC’s BCK and LRCK pins, satisfying the ADC’s requirement to act as a clock slave.



For more information 
• McASP Design Guide: Tips, Tricks, and Practical Examples 

http://www.ti.com/lit/sprack0  
 

• For questions about this training, refer to the E2E Community Forums at 
http://e2e.ti.com   

http://www.ti.com/lit/sprack0
http://e2e.ti.com/
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